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parley found his missionary labors in san francisco hampered by dire
poverty he and two wives lived in a hovel on pacific street sometimes
going hungry parley pratt and sam brannan had been friends years
previously and were associates in publishing the prophet in new york
before brannan sailed with a shipload of saints in the brooklyn to san
francisco bay brannansbrannannBrannans mother in law fanny corwin attended
church services which parley held and parley suggested to her that his
old friend and fellow saint might contribute a few dollars to assist the
mission

when fanny relayed this to brannan sam retorted you can tell
parley pratt that if he needs money he can come to me and ask for it

fanny relayed this message to parley at next sundays services
sister corwin I1 am not a beggar he stated and you may tell sam

brannan that he may be a midas now but the day will come when he
will want for a dime to buy a loaf ofbread and this proved an accurate
prediction

but enough of carping criticism mormon golds solid scholar-
ship has won a favored position in my library and for scholars
students history buffs western fans trivia freaks the salt lake
samizdatsamiz dat coterie and members of the far flung taylor spy network I1

recommend it

KARL HEINZ SCHNIBBE with ALAN F KEELE and DOUGLAS F

TOBLER the price salt lake city bookcraft 1984 126126ppappp 6956956.95

reviewed by richard H cracroft professor of english and dean of the college of
humanities at brigham young university

the price is a moving and very readable book about idealism
about suffering and endurance and surviving and about
karl heinz schnibbe now a resident of salt lake city who experi-
enced all of this during his and germanysgermanasGermanys darkest years the price
which schnibbe and his companions all teenagers had to pay for their
idealism amounted to a very real nightmare fraught with horrors
which ranged from prison slave labor in germany and thethoth&ussrUSSR and
unbelievable depths and heights in human cruelty and kindness to
near starvation and for helmuth huebener execution by decapita-
tion schnibbe survived to tell the gripping story

helmuth huebener is the hero of this book declares schnibbe
in his preface but while huebenersHuebeners bright bold even audacious spirit
is the catalyst which stirs the books events to a boil the book is not so
much the story of helmuth huebener as of karl heinz schnibbe
schnibbe impulsively stumbled into the intrigue cwcum adventure
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masterminded by the courageous and idealistic seventeen year old
huebener and participated with him and rudi wobbe both fellow
mormonscormonsMormons along with gerhard duewer in listening to forbidden BBC

broadcasts and in distributing throughout hamburg carefully prepared
antinazianti nazi leaflets produced on the LDS branch typewriter duplicating
machine and paper packed with statements and sentiments generally
based on those broadcasts

the group was arrested by the gestapo in february 1942 incar-
cerated in the alt moabitmoabite prison in berlin tried before the
volksgerichtshof for treason and given multiyearmultiyear prison sentences
with huebener receiving the death penalty you kill me for no reason
at all said huebener on hearing his sentence I11 I havent committed
any crime all ive done is tell the truth now its my turn but your
turn will come 54

huebener excommunicated from the LDS church by a branch
president who feared nazi reprisals on members of the church was
beheadedheadedbeheaderbe on 27 october 1942 in ploetzensee prison in berlin his body
was turned over to medical scientists for experimentation his excom-
municationmunication and execution raise the age old question of loyalties to
principles or principalities and two recent plays about huebener have
touched deeply on these questions and sensibilities incidentally
huebener was posthumously reinstated to membership in the church
on 11 november 1946 with excommunication done by mistake
written across his membership record

but if the price is the story of helmuth huebener then it is too
soon told and unfortunately but necessarily in too little detail
primarily because most of the court records the letters from huebener
to relatives and friends and even the relatives themselves were de-
stroyed in devastating allied bombings the price a title which sits
uncomfortably on this book failing as it does to weave the title image
into the narrative becomes of necessity the story of the nightmare
which collaboration with huebener produced in the life of karl heinz
schnibbe indeed it is the simple even matter of fact manner in
which schnibbe with the assistance of BYU germanistsGermanists alan F keele
and douglas F tobler tells his engrossing narrative that startles the
reader to awareness that in the words of huck finn human beings
can be awful cruel to one another and reinforces a determination
that humanity must never again be subjected to such nightmares

although the account avoids reciting much of schnibbesschnibber inner
drama and skips over years at a time of prison ordeals the authors have
packed into the too few pages some tantalizingly rich detail about the
life of a political prisoner in glasmoorGlasmoor and graudenz prison camps for
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example the book tells vividly ofoffishfish soup with sixty thousand eyes
a grisly concoction full of intact minnows of kindly prison camp

doctors of vicious and senseless beatings of frozen prisoners in
forty five degree below zero weather schnibbe slept by one man
grumbling at the fellows lack of sociability only to find he had frozen
to death several days before and increasingly of harrowing allied
bombing raids

four weeks before the end of the war schnibbe was drafted into
the army wobbe and duewer remained in prison and was sent
without uniform or weapons to the russian front he arrived with his
ragtag unit at the front just in time to surrender to the russians who
shipped the POWs deep into the soviet union to bokhvisnevo and
later yablonka there schnibbe lived through four additional years of
hard labor on a daily diet of one pound of bread malt coffee and some
occasional frozen potatoes when he was released in 1949 only after
his buttocks had disappeared the ultimate signal for repatriation he
weighed 104 pounds on a six foot two inch frame broken in health
but bolstered by some unexpected and heartwarminghearthwarmingheartwarming human relation
ships with his russian captors schnibbe made his way back to ham-
burg and hospital rehabilitation which gradually healed his body but
did little for the emotional scars of seven years of physical and mental
torture

the story ends as happily as one could hope for a man so nearly
destroyed one puts down the book wishing for more more specific
detail about huebener wobbe and duewer more about the relation-
ship of these events to major events in germany the soviet union and
the world more insight into schnibbesschnibber feelings more understanding
about how he steeled himself emotionally and spiritually against the
daily terrors of his prison experience it would be interesting for
example to probe schnibbesschnibber lack of reference to his religious faith in
god until very near the end of his ordeal unfortunately it is only at
the end of the book that we are permitted a glimpse into schnibbe to
see that his emotionsemotions were indeed ravaged and his ability to function as
a human being permanently scarred too often the authors attempts
to conceal emotion behind hemingway like terseness succeed all too
well in concealing and not in revealing and the reader longs for more
detail than bookcraft deseret book type packaging will allow but it is

after all a kind of compliment when readers wish for more instead of
less and the authors deserve praise for wedging so much engrossing
material into so little space

A friend of mine recounts how world war 11II took on a more
personal and terrible meaning when his friend a mormon trained as a
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commando decapitated a german guard only to find a copy of the
book of mormon in the dead mans pocket by recounting his remark-
able story karl heinz schnibbe has created a similar effect for the
sensitive reader transforming as he does albeit implicitly the twelfth
article of faith into a question and explicitly making personal sacrifice
for a cause come unforgettably to life the price well worth the slight
monetary price gives mormonscormons some new heroes and brings us into
the fray in unaccustomed but very respectable ways ways of which we
may be very proud helmuth huebener who died in the nightmare
and karlheinzkarl heinz schnibbe who endured it have created a significant
memorial before which each of us should lay a wreath of honor


